Cloth parsing involves locating and describing all the clothes (e.g., T-shirt, shorts) and accessories (e.g, bag) that the person is wearing. The main challenges in solving this include the large variety of clothing patterns that have been developed across the globe by different cultures. Occlusions from other humans or objects, viewing angle and heavy clutter in the background further complicates the problem.
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In the recent past, Yamaguchi et al. [4] have proposed a method to parse clothes for fashion photographs where the image settings are simple with no clutter or occlusion. In our work, we aim to segment clothes in unconstrained settings by modelling the cloth to its body part vicinity in a CRF framework. Poselets [2] are adapted to obtain body part locations, as alternatives like human pose estimation algorithms frequently fail and give wrong pose estimates under occlusions and clutter.
Given an image, first the superpixels and body joint locations are computed. These superpixels form the vertices V of the CRF. Two superpixels which share a border are considered adjacent and are connected by an edge e ∈ E. The best labeling using the CRF model is given by the
where L is the label set, Z is a distribution of the body joint locations and I is the image. The MAP configuration of CRF probability function given by the equation 1 is computationally expensive to compute and is usually a NPhard problem. We thus make a simplifying assumption that at most two vertices in the graph form a clique thus limiting the order of a potential to two. Thus the CRF factorizes into unary and pair-wise functions and the log probability function is given by,
where V is the set of nodes in the graph, E is the set of neighboring pairs of superpixels, and G is the partition function. The unary potential function Φ models the likelihood of a superpixel s i taking the label l i . First, using the estimated pose Z = (z 1 , ..., z P ) and the superpixel s i , a feature vector φ (s i , Z) is computed. Using the pre-trained classifier Φ(l i |φ (s i , Z)) = Φ(l i |Z, I) for label l i , a score is computed.
For the pairwise potentials, we use the definitions from [4] . Pairwise potential, defined between two neighboring super-pixels, model the interaction between them. The pair-wise potential is defined in equation 3 as sum of two functions (called factors) Ψ(l i , l j ) and Ψ(l i , l j |Z, I). The pairwise potential function Ψ 1 models the likelihood of two labels l i , l j being adjacent to each other and Ψ 2 models the likelihood of two neighboring sites s i , s j taking the same label given by the features φ (s i , Z) and φ (s j , Z) respectively. The function Ψ 1 is simply a log empirical distribution and Ψ 2 is model learnt over all the label pairs respectively. The pairwise potential functions are given by,
where ψ(s i , s j , Z) is defined as,
Given images and cloth labels which include background, Logistic regression is used for Φ(l i |Z, I) and Ψ 2 (l i = l j |ψ(s i , s j , Z) ). Given a new image, the super-pixels, poselets and feature vector φ are computed. For each super-pixel, the unary potential and pairwise potential values are computed using the feature vector and the learnt models. The best label is inferred using the belief propagation implemented in libDAI [3] package. The parameters λ 1 , λ 2 in the equation 3 are found by cross validation. Our experiments on the complex H3D dataset [2] indicates that the proposed algorithm significantly outperformed the previous work [4] while on a relatively simple Fashionista dataset [4] it is on par.
Using the labelling obtained from the above method, interesting cloth and color co-occurrences can be mined using apriori algorithm [1] . The first three images display Cardigan-Dress co-occurrence and the next three images display TopSkirt co-occurrence. Color co-occurrence (Row 2): The first three images display blue-blue co-occurrence and the next three images display white-blue co-occurrence.
